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ANNUAL RVAS FALL EVENT

Sun and Stars Delight Picnickers
By Frank Baratta
We’d had a couple of weeks of sunny days and clear
nights as the date of our annual picnic and star party approached. So, of course, October 14th dawned
to a totally overcast sky. But an afternoon mix of
clouds and sun had been forecast. And, by late
morning, blue sky was breaking through and would
culminate in a beautifully clear night sky.
Carolyn and I arrived at Apple Ridge Farm a bit

Chef du Jour Mark Hodges readies the grill for the
burgers and hot dogs that will soon get the picnic dinner
started.
Photo by Dave Thomas

RVAS President Dwight Holland (right) shares a moment
with Jeanette and Rick Rader, as Past President
Michael Good looks on.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta

after 3:30 to find a dozen or so RVAS and family
members hanging out together. The serving tables
had been set up and were arrayed with the tableware and some of the many food items with which
the tables would soon be laden to capacity. We
added ours to the spread and joined the conversation.
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(Event Continued on page 3)

November Monthly Meeting

Steve Conard
Monday, November 20, 2017, 7:30 p.m.
Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church, Downtown Roanoke
Steve Conard returns as our featured guest speaker. An optical engineer at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Steve supports the New Horizons continuing mission to the Kuiper Belt and the Lucy mission to the
Jupiter Trojan Asteroids. He is also a life-long amateur astronomer and vice president of the Westminster Astronomical
Society, in Maryland. Steve will discuss what we can learn by analyzing the light from stars and other objects—the
science of spectroscopy. He asks those attending to bring everyday or unusual light sources or optical filters for use in
demonstrations that are part of his talk. Use your imagination.
Prior to the meeting we’ve arranged to take Steve and his wife, Cindy, for dinner at the Blue 5 restaurant. If you’d like
to join us for dinner, please call the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, to make your reservation. Provide your name,
phone number and the number to be seated.

Get Connected!
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members? Join the RVAS Yahoo Group! Share last-minute
observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it. You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email address. Click the link below. Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name
since the group is only for members and those invited. You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the moderator.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651). We’ll have you connected in no time!

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational
and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page
of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site.
Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes,
etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.
Officers/Executive Committee/Editor/Webmaster
Dwight Holland, President (president@rvasclub.org )
John Wenskovitch, Vice President (vicepresident@rvasclub.org)
Michael Martin, Secretary (secretary@rvasclub.org)
Larry Hill, Treasurer (treasurer@rvasclub.org)
Ray Bradley, Member at Large (memberatlarge@rvasclub.org)
Dan Chrisman, Immediate Past President (immediatepastpresident@rvasclub.org)
Michael Good, Past President (pastpresident@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, RVAS Newsletter Editor (editor@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, Webmaster (webmaster@rvasclub.org)
RVAS web page: http://rvasclub.org
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which prize was to be drawn, then another member
drew the winning ticket from our traditional “Little
Prize Drawing Bucket”. And the winners were (in
alphabetical prize order):

(Event Continued from page 1)

2017-18 Free RVAS Membership – Carol Mesimer
2017-18 Free RVAS Membership – Mark Hodges
2018 Deep Space Wall Calendar – Clark Thomas
2018 Deep Space Wall Calendar – Frank Baratta
70mm Burgess Scope – Remona Thomas
AAVSO Variable Star Atlas – Ray Bradley
“Amazing Stories of the Space Age” – Mary Erickson
“Galaxies and the Cosmic Frontier” – Patsy Budd
Nitecore Rechargeable Light – Darien Bradley
Pocket Sky Atlas – Mark Erickson
Sky & Telescope Subscription – Fred Davis

The first batch of burgers and hot dogs having arrived,
hungry picnickers begin making their way down the serving tables.
Photo by Dave Thomas

Bit by bit, as picnickers continued arriving, the salads, side dishes and desserts gracing the serving
tables expanded. Meanwhile, we set up the club’s
Coronado solar telescope, annoyed by the large
group of clouds that seemed intent to remain
parked between us and the sun. Shortly after 4:30
Mark Hodges, once again our Chef du Jour, got the
coals going on the grill and then launched into preparing the Angus burgers and hot dogs. The wafting aromas from Mark’s grilling produced a serious
interest in eating within the group, which by this
time had swelled to 31 in number. The first batch
of burgers and hot dogs soon arrived, declaring the
time to “Come and get it!” Diners were quickly
seated and enjoying the food and camaraderie.
There was plenty for everyone, plus repeat trips to
the serving tables.
Eventually, all were satisfied and we turned our attention to clean-up and the door prizes that awaited. In all, we had 11 prizes to give away—including
items offered by the club and others contributed
by individual members—topped by a 70mm Burgess
spotting telescope. RVAS President Dwight
Holland kicked off the drawings by asking me to
play “master of ceremonies.” (And you know how
readily I accept such requests—and willingly “ham
it up” in the process.) First, one member drew

Congratulations to all the winners! And thanks to
the following prize contributors: Anonymous (#11);
Frank Baratta (#9); Bill Dillon (#8); John Goss
(#s 7 and 10); and Dwight Holland (#6). All others
were provided by the RVAS. Special honors to
RVAS President Dwight Holland, who initially won
but graciously declined the Burgess telescope, allowing it to be drawn again for another to win.
Dusk was settling in and deepening, turning
thoughts to the evening’s observing activities. It
was apparent that a starry sky was in store for all
who stayed, and about half of the picnickers did.
Since Carolyn and I didn’t, I emailed everyone a

Amanda Thomas calls out which of the prizes is the next
to be drawn, while her brother, Clark Thomas, echoes
her enthusiasm.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta
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(Event Continued from page 3)

couple of days later for photos and their impressions of how the viewing went. The responses included:
Ray Bradley – Darien and I stayed for the observing. There were about 15 others there, too.
Darien flew his drone around the observatory
just before dark. The skies were excellent—
probably the best I had seen since last winter.
The 8” telescope worked fine, but the 12.5”
wouldn’t power on for some reason and so had to
be handled manually the whole time. We viewed
Saturn and some of the Messier objects, along
with the ISS and several other satellites identified by Mark Hodges with his Satellite App.
The last object that Mark, Michael Good, and
John Wenskovitch tried to find in both scopes
was M27, the Dumbbell Nebula. After a bit,
John realized that the corrector plates had
dewed over. That pretty much ended the observing, though a few of us stayed and picked
Michael’s brain about some advanced techniques
and equipment he uses as well as the construction and operation of the Apple Ridge Observatory. Unbeknownst to us, John Goss had been
outside observing on his own all the while until
he joined us toward the end.

Remona Thomas, wife of Editor and Webmaster, Dave,
beams at winning our top prize, the 70mm Burgess telescope.
Photo by Carolyn Baratta

Rick Rader – My two friends who are neighbors of
ARF (one just went off the board) really enjoyed the experience of observing. Michael
Good was great at both the observatory scopes
and, as usual, for my wife, Sally and Wayne, seeing Saturn for the first time was a real thrill.
Add to that seeing the ISS, a Chinese satellite
and an Iridium flare, and I had the most unusual
night, ever, of exploring the night sky.
Bert Herald – I really enjoyed the gathering.
It was fun looking at objects at the observatory and I was very impressed with the
facility. It was also fun to witness the ISS
pass while there, and conditions were great.
Sharon Stinnette – Fred and I thoroughly enjoyed the picnic. Of course, the weather
was perfect and the location beautiful. The
main special thing about staying to observe
was the simplest thing: It had been so long
since I’d seen a clear, dark night sky that
viewing so many stars and the Milky Way
just took my breath away.

Several members of the evening observing group pose
for a photo at the Apple Ridge Observatory. The Teapot
asterism and the Milky Way shine brightly in the upper
right.

Thanks to Ray, Rick, Bert and Sharon for sharing
their impressions of the evening, and to everyone
who turned out for the picnic and star party. It
was a great event!

Photo by Bert Herald
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Thanks to our Prodigious Picnic Photographers, Carolyn Baratta and Dave Thomas!
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FROM THE FRONT SEAT
by Dwight Holland, RVAS President
Let me start by thanking the Frank and Carolyn
Baratta Team for agreeing to be the "Picnic Czar".
Frank ran the collecting of items for the give-aaways by lottery, and kept careful track of the
menu items/guests coming to the picnic. Without
our Picnic Czar -- this would have not been as much
fun or successful as it was.
As noted with the accompanying photos and commentary, our Annual Picnic at Apple Ridge Farms
turned out to be delightful with gorgeous weather,
and a stunning night sky many stayed to enjoy at
the observatory. We appreciated Past-President
Michael Good securing the location once again, and
for opening up the observatory and letting us stay
to enjoy the stellar sights, and passing spacecraft.
Mark Hodges once again was the GRILLMASTER-and all agreed he did a great job.
Many other people provided desserts, food, and
helped with accessories (like Carol Mesimer) needed for this event-- and RVAS thanks them all!
As an errata correction to the last newsletter by
me while reporting on the eclipse wanderings-RVAS members Genevieve Goss and Carolyn
Chrisman were also in Casper, WY with their
spouses for this remarkable event. Thus, we had 5
members there-- the 3 noted in my President's
Oct 2017 Column plus these members.
We had another public outreach event in late September as Dan Chrisman wrote on our Facebook
page Sept 30th: "Wonderful two-hour outreach
last night at Virginia Mountains Vineyard. The
crowd of 60 to 70 people enjoyed views of our
moon and Saturn with its moons. A diverse collection of five telescopes and the following club members: Roger, Mandy, John, Rick, Carolyn and Dan."
Unfortunately, the VT Science Festival RVAS was
going to participate in this past Saturday (Nov 4th)
got rained out. Ray Bradley and family were

RVAS President Dwight Holland at the Keck Observatory
helping with our outdoor "booth, as were Dan
Chrisman, Roger Pommerenke, John Wenskovitch
and me (I hope I didn't miss anyone this
time!). RVAS really appreciates our folks being
willing to step up and share our passion for Science
and Astronomy with the larger public. I hated getting “skunked". Next year we might try to bid for
an indoor space to avoid bad weather.
Astronomical League President John Goss informed us of an opportunity to stargaze at Natural
Bridge Park on Nov 11th. But, we need to know how
many people might go for a headcount by the organizer: Here is the note sent to John Goss from
the event organizer:
We would start moving people up the hill with the
wagon, driving, or allowing guests to walk,
at 6:30pm. That way park guests will have some
time to get set for start viewing before prime
viewing time. Then at 7pm you [John Goss] would
have a chance to do an introduction/formal presentation if you would like. Then guests would get the
change to use the equipment. I would put on our
advertising that start viewing would go
from 7:00pm-8:30pm, but guests and anyone from
the Astronomical Society can stay longer if they
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(President Continued on page 7)

5. Let us know if you plan to attend so we can get a
seating headcount.

(President Continued from page 6)

would like. We will provide copies of the monthly
night sky handouts for guests, and we are working
on getting some quality binoculars.
I think this spot will be a great place from start
viewing. There is lots of open space and a lot of
horizon. We are looking forward to working with
you.
We also have Cahas viewings on Nov 10, and 11th on
the monthly calendar.
See details elsewhere for our special November
meeting where we have an out-of-town guest speaker involved in planetary exploration-- Steve Conard.
Steve will tell us about spectrometric methods in
astronomy. Please bring an interesting light source
that Steve can demonstrate spectral analysis at
the end of his talk. As noted elsewhere-- our group
will be hosting Steve and his wife for dinner at Blue

As Steve wrote:
"Please encourage your members to bring
'interesting' light sources and filters for the
demonstration part--I've done this one for two
other clubs, and that was the highlight of the
talk. Most interesting source so far was a candle! I'll talk for 30-40 minutes, then have a 20-30
minute demo."
Lastly, we need to think about a Christmas Party
for the third Monday night in December. Several
have suggested a relaxed atmosphere where people
can have some music (let me know if you have preferences for location/format/songs-- in case we
have a small band that plays), and holiday spirits! We will be discussing this more at the November meeting.
Until then, I wish you all clear skies and good seeing!

Use Our Message Line!
Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re
planning to do so? Have questions about the club or need its assistance? Call the RVAS Message Line,
540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available.
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Welcome Mat
The Society bids a warm and cordial welcome to Rick Parker, of Danville, who became a member in June.
Born and raised in Suffolk, he majored in astronomy at the University of Maryland and earned his Master’s
in mathematics at Virginia Tech. He and his wife, Bettye, a William and Mary graduate, took up residence in
her hometown of Danville in 1971. Both retired now, Rick’s work life featured software development, teaching and IT management applied primarily in public education, while Bettye built a career in public Social Services. From the mid-1980s to early 1990s he had a business writing a simulation software called “Visible Universe”, which was advertised in magazines such as Sky & Telescope. Rick’s love of astronomy dates from an
early age when he recalls both having a microscope and building a 3” Newtonian telescope. These days, he
relies on a Celestron C-8 on a CGX mount to enjoy viewing planets, the moon and comets, visually, though
more through digital means. Much of his energy is devoted to the Southern Virginia Dark Sky Observatory,
which he founded and which conducts solar and other sessions for the public and school groups. (For more
on the SVDSO, visit www.svdso.org.) When not focused on astronomy, Rick is active in his church and continues to enjoy computers and internet-related technologies, traveling and historical projects.
Rick, we’re glad to have you with us, and hope that you’ll join us at meetings and activities as often as your
many and varied interests allow. Moreover, we’d love to hear more about the SVDSO and some of your projects involving astronomical alignments of historical structures.

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters
and Other Club Emails?
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed
to members. If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS
Message Line at 540-774-5651. Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails.
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John Keats Would Approve
By Roger Pommerenke and Dan Chrisman
“Give me books, French wine, fruit, fine weather
and a little music played out of doors by somebody I do not know.” John Keats
Swapping telescopes for books, Keats would have
approved of our club’s September 29th outreach at
the Virginia Mountain Vineyards. At the annual
“Wine, Moon and Stars” event, participants were
attracted by David and Marie Gibbs’ wines, the
warm September evening, clear skies and music by
“The Other White Meat”.
Club participants were Mandy and Roger Pommerenke, Rick Rader, Carolyn and Dan Chrisman
and John Goss.
From 6:30 pm to 9 pm, about one hundred people
wandered down from the Performance Tent. Carolyn introduced them to our library telescope,

During Spring 2017 equinox, Roger Pommerenke duplicates Eratosthenes' experiment to measure the earth’s
circumference.
Photo by Mandy Pommerenke

allowing them views through the LiTel-in-training
Orion Starblast 4.5” tube reflector. To her immediate left, Dan had set up his Starmaster 11” truss
Dobsonian reflector. Astronomy was an activity
that Carolyn and Dan started enjoying only a few
years ago.

A patron learns how to use Roger Pommerenke's astrophotography gear as Mandy Pommerenke looks on.

Conversely, when Mandy first met Roger, telescopes were part of his home’s décor. For this outreach, Roger enriched the variety of telescopic options by providing his 102mm refractor telescope
and Canon T1i video camera. The associated Canon
software displayed images on his laptop. Roger used
a similar configuration for the October 9, 2011
“Wine, Moon and Stars” outreach.

Photo by Roger Pommerenke.
(Keats Continued on page 11)
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“Don’t Cry for Us, Argentina!”
By Dan Chrisman
From NASA’s New Horizons July 14, 2015 flyby
images, the alien terrain continues to amaze us. As
recently as September 2017, planetary scientists
highlighted Pluto’s methane ice sculptures: long,
sharp ridges in parallel, “Giant Blades of Ice” as
tall as the Empire State building.
Cloudy September skies curtailed my attempts to
view my first asteroid occultation. With idled telescopic gear, I searched the web for keywords
“IOTA” and “asteroid”. One result was an audio
file: “Chasing the Occultations of 2014 MU69”. Dr.
Marc W. Buie made this presentation at the 35th
annual meeting of the International Occultation
and Timing Association. It was fifty-seven minutes
well spent and treated me to a surprise ending.
Being incapacitated by flight hazards has always
been a safety concern for NASA spacecrafts. Using computer simulations, earth-based telescopes
and Pluto system occultations, an eighteen-month
study estimated a 0.03% probability of calamity
during the Pluto flyby. Indeed, the Pluto system
flyby was a well-documented success and NASA is
focused upon the probe’s next target outside of
Pluto’s orbit. With the available fuel, KBO 2014
MU69 (MU69) was the only object that the probe
could reach. Twice as much fuel would have allowed
the choice from among four Kuiper Belt Objects
(KBO), but NASA did not know enough about the
Kuiper Belt when the probe was designed. So much
has been discovered even since its January 19,
2006 launch.
Dr. Buie had been looking for a target KBO for ten
years and MU69 was first observed by the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) a little over a year before
the Pluto flyby. At the edge of its sensitivity, HST
can “barely detect” MU69, very dim at magnitude
27. Late 2016 HST analysis characterized MU69’s
orbit and predicted the probe’s January 1, 2019
encounter. But physical characteristics remained

uncertain on whether MU69 was a below-average
albedo 40-km KBO or something smaller and
brighter. Knowing the albedo allows NASA to adjust the settings on the New Horizon cameras.
Uncertainty also remains concerning hazards which
are too dim for HST to detect near MU69 (e.g. the
rings around 10199 Chariklo or the diffuse dust
structures around the centaurs 2060 Chiron and
60558 Echeclus).
Like the Pluto flyby, NASA utilized stellar occultation to detect hazards for the MU69 flyby and to
better estimate its shape and albedo. Analysis predicted three occultations for the summer evenings
of 2017: June 3 (South Africa and South America), July 10 (Pacific Ocean) and July 17 (South
America). For each occultation, the scientists
were interested in any “digital” event (2-secondlong disappearance and reappearance of the star
caused by the opaque MU69 or nearby object).
Scientists were also interested in any “analog”
event (any slight dimming of the star’s light curve
during the 45-minute observation caused by an optically thick narrow ring or diffuse dust within
30,000 km of MU69).
The transportable observing instruments were sensitive enough to view the three stars: magnitudes
15.3, 15.6 and 12.6 respectively. To capture the
time-stamped disappearance and reappearance of
each star, the gear at their disposal included twenty-five 16” Sky-Watcher computer-controlled Dobsonian telescopes with QHY 174GPS cameras
(three of these were borrowed from the University of Virginia) and a Boeing 747 carrying the
Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). Considering shadow paths and Earth
cloud probabilities, ground-based gear was deployed near Cape Town, South Africa (12) and
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(Argentina Continued on page 11)

(Argentina Continued from page 10)

Argentina (13) for the first occultation and Argentina (25) for the third occultation. SOFIA-based
gear was flown out of the Christchurch, New Zealand for the Pacific Ocean event.
The focus for June 3 was to rule out MU69 being
“large and dark” (>40 km and 4% albedo). Gear sensitivity was set to ‘high’ and the distance between
stations was relatively large (large space between
picket fence). Results: No objects detected, no
diffuse hazards, no occultation observed. Conclusion: only 3% chance that MU69 diameter was
greater than 40 km.
The focus for July 10 was to utilize SOFIA above
the weather at 40,000 feet to search for diffuse
or ring material for 45 minutes. Result: No diffuse
or ring material observed and no “obvious solid body
signature”.
The focus for July 17 was to detect a solid-body of
size between 4 km and 40 km by separating each
station by only 5 km (smaller space between pickets
of the fence). Result: Five of twenty-five stations
detected an occultation.
Preliminary Results: The combined data predicts a
complex shape. Dr. Buie discussed three possible

(Keats Continued from page 9)

The public was impressed by the -2.2 mag International Space Station that flew overhead around
7:30 pm. John humorously implied “pulling some
strings” to get NASA to do this flyby.
Roger enjoyed showing people a live view of the
moon and answering some of their questions.
Sometimes he demonstrated how to take a moon
photo with a simple mouse click. “When I got home,
I compared those ‘demonstration’ photos with a
map of the moon. I wish I had brought that map to
the vineyard. Much to my surprise, I had taken a
photo of the Eratosthenes Crater! I didn’t know a

solutions: 1) 34km X 20km very irregular KBO, 2)
contact binary KBO (two-lobed) or 3) a close binary
KBO of a 20km spherical and second 16km spherical. The 10% measured albedo is lower than the expected value of 20% albedo for this type of object.
For brevity, I have excluded significant portions of
Dr. Buie’s discussion including the currently planned
August 4, 2018 occultation of a magnitude 13 star.
The surprise ending for me was Dr. Buie expressing
appreciation to Steve Conard for helping to recruit
those with occultation skills for two research field
trips. Steve is the Lead Engineer for the LongRange Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) camera
which took images of the Plutonian Giant Blades of
Ice. Steve will be the featured speaker for our
November meeting. Steve postponed his RVAS
June ‘17 and July ’17 presentations to our club because “NASA was sending him to Argentina”!
[I acknowledge two excellent sources:
“Giant Blades of Ice”, 09/28/2017,
pluto.jhuapl.edu;
Dr. Marc W. Buie, Southwest Research Institute,
35th annual meeting of the International Occultation and Timing Association in Carson City, Nevada
(September 9-10, 2017) via YouTube]

crater had been named for him. This was personally rewarding because I duplicated his famous experiment to measure the earth’s circumference
during last spring’s equinox.”
Enscounced between the Pommerenkes and the
Chrismans, John Goss provided wonderful views of
our 68% illuminated moon and Saturn and its moons
with his 10” Schmidt-Cassegrain. Due to the moon’s
brightness, we stayed with those targets. The
wide range of telescopes seemed to energize the
participants.
We thank the Gibbs for providing yet another wonderful outreach opportunity in a beautiful setting.
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RVAS from the Past
By Bill Dillon

RVAS 10 Years Ago

RVAS 25 Years Ago

In the November 2007 edition of the Club

A smorgasbord of articles can be found in
the RVAS newsletter for November 1992.
The lead article reported on a near-scuttle
of the planned November 16th tour of the
Addison Magnet Middle School’s space
shuttle simulator. Confusion regarding a
nominal charge for the tour was quickly
resolved with a call to Roanoke’s magnet
schools director. All members were
encouraged to participate.
Other November 1992 articles welcomed
new members Craig and Lauren Wright and
Ellen Holtman; bid a fond farewell to
member Mark Davis moving to South
Carolina; presented an Astro-Quiz asking
for the meaning of “heliacal rising”, and
why was that of Sirius significant; gave an
abbreviated history of the Astronomical
League; reported on how turning off lights
in and around schools actually helped to
reduce crime; described the work done by
Japanese comet hunter Tsuruhiko Kiuchi to
rediscover Comet Swift-Tuttle after 130
years, and how that presents an observing
challenge and opportunity for RVAS
members; and presented a story on a “to
scale” model solar system that stretches
from Peoria, Illinois to Pasadena,
California.

newsletter, it was reported that comet
Holmes 17/P, which had been resting at
about magnitude 17 since its last perihelion
pass at the Sun in May of 2007, had begun
to brighten in October and rapidly
increased to around magnitude 2.5 on
October 25th. With comet Holmes
approaching our solar system head-on, this
was an excellent opportunity to view a
comet from a different perspective.
Members were encouraged to head out with
telescopes, binoculars or just the naked
eye to catch a glimpse of this periodic
comet. Comet Holmes 17/P images by
Michael Good, Mike Overacker, Paul
Caffrey, Dave Thomas, John Goss, and
Mark Hodges were included in the
November newsletter.
Also in October, Lynchburg College
dedicated its Belk Observatory. The wellequipped observatory features a trussmounted 20” RCOS Ritchey-Chretien scope,
which when fully synchronized with the
observatory, computers, CCD imaging
system and T-1 internet will begin serious
research work in conjunction with other
institutions. Members present at the
dedication included Katherine Hix, Dave
Thomas and President Mike Overacker, who
was acknowledged by the Lynchburg College
President for his work in helping to bring
the observatory and telescope to the
college.
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Monthly Calendar
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, November 20th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church,
Downtown Roanoke. We get back to our regular meeting schedule this month and welcome back Steve
Conard as our featured guest speaker. An optical engineer, Steve led a team that built the Long-Range Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) aboard the NASA New Horizons spacecraft, and continues to support it and
other missions. He has a different subject in mind for his upcoming visit, and needs some items from us for
demonstrations he plans to conduct. See elsewhere in this issue for more details, plus an invitation to join us
for dinner with Steve prior to the meeting!
RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites. Cahas Knob
Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is the traditional location most frequented. For updates
on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the RVAS
Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates.
-- Friday and Saturday, November 10th and 11th. Sunset is at 5:13 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 6:43
p.m. The Moon rises at 11:57 p.m. and 1:01 a.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, November 17th and 18th. Sunset is at 5:08 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at
6:39 p.m. The Moon sets at 5:05 and 5:41 p.m., respectively.
-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: December 8th and 9th; December 15th and 16th.
ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, November 18 th, 6:00 p.m.,
Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway. Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at
540-853-2236. Members can call 540-774-5651 for information. (Next session: December 16 th, 5:45 p.m.,
Cahas Knob Overlook.)

Astro-Quiz
Just as runners “hit a wall” during a marathon, the spiral galaxy M77 and M74 and globular cluster M30
might be considered “the walls” of the amateur astronomers’ test of object finding skill and knowledge known
as the Messier Marathon. What has earned them this reputation?
Answer to Last Month’s Quiz: We are familiar with red, brown and white dwarf stars, but black dwarfs
have never been detected. Last month we asked why. A black dwarf is a white dwarf that has cooled down
to the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), and so is invisible. But as RVAS Immediate
Past President Dan Chrisman correctly responded, no white dwarf has had time to cool to the CMB’s temperature of about 2.76ºK. Calculations indicate that the necessary cooling could take on the order of 1015 years,
which is about 73,000 times the universe’s present age of 13.7 billion years! Have an answer to this month’s
quiz (or a future question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org!
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